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Our November issue explores the world we live in today, and tomorrow. What does
our world of work look like? How can we ensure that our two main cities, Brussels
and Antwerp, continue to attract both the talent and the investment needed to
further our growth? And is the upcoming generation of talent ready for all the
challenges they are about to face? Is anybody, for that matter?
In ‘The Four Worlds of Work’ PwC uncovers the competing forces that are shaping
how we live and work today. In doing so they predict what our world may look like
by 2030. It is a fascinating read, and offers much food for thought.
With the UN projecting that, by 2030, some 4.9 billion people will be living in an
urban environment, it is important to know whether our cities have the capacity
and the capability of providing residents with the attractive and sustainable lifestyle
they seek. Professor Greg Clark of the Urban Land Institute shares his discoveries
on the pathways to a competitive future for Antwerp and Brussels.
Industry 4.0, or the digitisation of our world, is the topic that is keeping many of
us awake at night, and it appears it’s not just the older generations who are feeling
at a loss, but millennials feel woefully unprepared too, as well as losing faith in
business.
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Finally, journalist Deborah Seymus looks closer to home and puts things firmly into
perspective with an entirely new view on life in Belgium in her second column on
living with a refugee.
We hope you enjoy the read,
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The Four Worlds of Work
the competing forces shaping 2030				

by Fiona Klomp

The Four Worlds of Work in 2030
Fragmentation

The Red World
Innovation rules

The Yellow World

Organisations and individuals race to give consumers what they want.
Innovation outpaces regulation. Digital platforms give outsized reach

towards ethical and blameless brands. There is a search for meaning and
relevance with a social heart. Artisans, makers and ‘new Worker Guilds’ thrive.
Humanness is highly valued.
Collectivism

Individualism

The Green World
Companies care

The Blue World
Corporate is king

Social responsibility and trust dominate the corporate agenda with concerns
about demographic changes, climate and sustainability becoming key drivers
of business.

Big company capitalism rules as organisations continue to grow bigger and
individual preferences trump beliefs about social responsibility.
Integration
11

Open your Facebook newsfeed and there is no escaping the
heartfelt calls to ‘say no to single-use plastics’, tear jerking
‘save the orangutan’ petitions, awe-inspiring videos of
cities of the future and mouth watering meat-free Monday
recipes. You’d be hard pressed to deny that, as a society,
we yearn for a more sustainable lifestyle and a cleaner,
kinder world. Partially born out of necessity, and partially
out of idealism, concepts such as co-housing, zero-waste
economy and vertical farming are becoming household
terms rather than abstract notions exclusively reserved for
new age hippies and idealistic millennials. But is a brand
new world truly taking shape? Are we really going to make
lasting changes, or will ‘corporate’ win out? And what
about this Industry 4.0 stuff? PwC decided to investigate
the competing forces that are shaping our world today for
a snapshot view of our workforce of the future and arrived
at four potential new worlds of work. We bring you an
abridged version of the report.

The Forces Shaping the Future

“The pace of change is accelerating. Competition for the
right talent is fierce. And ‘talent’ no longer means the same
as ten years ago; many of the roles, skills and job titles of
tomorrow are unknown to us today,” says Carol Stubbings,
Global Leader People and Organisation, PwC, in her
foreword. “How can organisations prepare for a future that
few of us can define? How will your talent needs change?

How can you attract, keep and motivate the people you
need? And what does all this mean for HR? The ‘Four Worlds
of Work’ for 2030 report aims to kickstart your thinking
about the many possible scenarios that could develop, and
how to best prepare for the future. Remember that your
starting point matters as much as your destination; the best
response may mean radical change, or perhaps just a few
steps from where you are today.”

MEGATRENDS

The megatrends are the tremendous forces reshaping
society and with it, the world of work: the economic shifts
that are redistributing power, wealth, competition and
opportunity around the globe; the disruptive innovations,
radical thinking, new business models and resource scarcity
that are impacting every sector. Businesses need a clear
and meaningful purpose and mandate to attract and retain
employees, customers and partners in the decade ahead.
How humans respond to the challenges and opportunities
which the megatrends bring will determine the worlds in
which the future of work plays out.

∞ Technological Breakthroughs

Automation, robotics and AI are advancing quickly,
dramatically changing the nature and number of jobs
available. Technology has the power to improve our lives,
raising productivity, living standards and average life span,
RELOCATE
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and free people to focus on personal fulfilment.

∞ Demographic Shifts

With a few regional exceptions the world’s population is
ageing, putting pressure on business, social institutions and
economies. Our longer life span will affect business models,
talent ambitions and pension costs.

∞ Rapid Urbanisation

By 2030, the UN projects that 4.9 billion people will be urban
dwellers and, by 2050, the world’s urban population will
have increased by some 72%. Already, many of the largest
cities have GDPs larger than mid-size countries.

∞ Shifts in Global Economic Power

The rapidly developing nations, particularly those with a
large working-age population, that embrace a business
ethos, attract investment and improve their education
system will gain the most. Emerging nations face the
biggest challenge as technology increases the gulf with the
developed world.

∞ Resource Scarcity and Climate Change

Demand for energy and water is forecast to increase by
as much as 50% and 40% respectively by 2030. New types
of jobs in alternative energy, new engineering processes,
product design and waste management and re-use will need
to be created to deal with these needs.

HOW WILL THESE MEGATRENDS SHAPE OUR WORLD?

■ The Red World: a perfect incubator for innovation
with few rules

New products and business models develop at lightning
speed, far more quickly than regulators can control. Big
business is outflanked in a digital-enabled world that’s
teeming with small entrepreneurial companies. Digital
platforms match worker with employer, skills with demand,
capital with innovator, and consumer with supplier. This
allows serial entrepreneurs to reach far beyond their size in
terms of influence and scale. Anxious to compete, larger
employers fragment to create their own internal markets and
networks to cut through old-style hierarchies. Specialism
is highly prized in the Red World and a career, rather than
being defined by an employer or institution, is built from
individual blocks of skills, experience and networks. The
most sought-after skills mean the biggest reward package
and workers move frequently, staying only as long as the
project or business lasts.

■ The Blue World: capitalism reigns supreme

In the Blue World, companies see their size and influence as
the best way to protect their prized profit margins against
intense competition from their peers and aggressive new
market entrants. Corporations grow to such a scale, and
exert such influence, that some become more powerful
than nation states. Workforces are lean and exceptional
talent is in high demand – employers secure a core group
of pivotal high-performers by offering excellent rewards
but otherwise buy in flexible talent and skills as and when
they’re needed. Human effort, automation, analytics and
innovation combine to push performance in the workplace
to its limits; human effort is maximised through sophisticated
use of physical and medical enhancement techniques and
equipment, and workers’ performance and wellbeing are
NOVEMBER 2018

measured, monitored and analysed at every step. A new
breed of elite super-workers emerges.

■ The Green World: companies have to care

In the Green World, corporate responsibility isn’t just a niceto-have – it’s a business imperative. Companies are open,
collaborative organisations that see themselves as playing an
essential role in developing their employees and supporting
local communities. Reacting to public opinion, increasingly
scarce natural resources and stringent international
regulations, companies push a strong ethical and green
agenda. This is characterised by a strong social conscience,
a sense of environmental responsibility, a focus on diversity,
human rights and fairness of all kinds and a recognition that
business has an impact that goes well beyond the financial.
Employees enjoy family-friendly, flexible hours and are
encouraged to take part in socially useful projects.

■ The Yellow World: we’re all in this together

In the Yellow World, workers and companies seek out
greater meaning and relevance in what they do. A strong
desire for ‘fairness’ in the distribution of wealth, resources
and privilege drives public policy. Workers find flexibility,
autonomy and fulfilment, working for organisations with
a strong social and ethical record. This is the collective
response to business fragmentation; the desire to do
good, for the common good. Technology helps by lowering
barriers to entry by providing easy access to crowdfunded
capital and a worldwide market. The Yellow World is the
perfect breeding ground for the emergence of new worker
Guilds that develop in order to protect, support and connect
independent workers, often providing training and other
benefits that have traditionally been supplied by employers.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR JOBS?

PwC’s Four Worlds of Work are each markedly different,
but through each runs the vein of automation and the
implications of robotics and AI. It’s clear that automation
will result in a massive reclassification and rebalancing
of work. Some sectors and roles, even entire sections of
the workforce will lose out but others will be created.
Automation will not only alter the types of jobs available
but their number and perceived value. By replacing workers
doing routine, methodical tasks, machines can amplify the
comparative advantage of those workers with problemsolving, leadership, EQ (Emotional Intelligence), empathy
and creativity skills. This view is supported by business
leaders worldwide who responded to PwC’s most recent
CEO survey. While CEOs are keen to maximise the benefits
of automation – 52% told us that they’re already exploring
the benefits of humans and machines working together and
39% are considering the impact of AI on their future skills
needs – the majority (52%) were also planning to increase
headcount in the coming 12 months. Finding the skills they
need has become the biggest threat to their business, they
say, but the skills they’re looking for are particularly telling:
problem-solving, adaptability, collaboration, leadership,
creativity and innovation top the list.
For the full report, please visit the PwC website:
h t t p s : / / w w w. p w c . c o m /g x /e n /s e r v i c e s / p e o p l e organisation/publications/workforce-of-the-future.html

Temporary
housing made easy

BBF, NUMER ONE
IN AFFORDABLE
AND COMFORTABLE
SERVICED
APARTMENTS.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Book your apartment at

www.bbf.be

BBF Serviced Apartments has been providing serviced and residential apartments since 1992.
With more than 1600 flats in different top locations in Brussels and Budapest, we are able to offer flexible and
affordable mid to long term rental packages for expats and business travelers. Our multilingual team is always
dedicated to find the ideal solution for your stay and will assist you during your booking until the end of the
lease. Recently BBF was accredited with the ASAP Quality Label which certifies compliance with the,
guidelines in the serviced apartment industry.
Combined with our expertise and affordable rates this is your guarantee for a hassle free and excellent stay.
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Figure ES-2: Evaluation of Brussels according to 12 Competitiveness Criteria
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• A diverse economy that extends beyond its
strategic political functions. The city is well
placed to become a European leader in the
circular economy, and many of its new
incubator and accelerator spaces –
particularly in the software, life sciences, and
technology clusters –left:
hold much
Prof.promise.
Greg

by Fiona Klomp

ATTRACTIVENESS
TO TALENT

• An effort to move towards a more

polycentric
as well as
manythe
Our two largest cities, Brussels
and character,
Antwerp,
are
opportunities
to create more
attractive top
only two Belgian cities to feature
among
Europe’s
50 economic centres. Brusselsdevelopment.
is our major gateway for
international finance, investment
and institutions, while
Competitive threats
Antwerp is our major port cityThreats
with
specialisms
in logistics,
to the
competitive standing
of Brussels
manufacturing, diamonds, retail
and
business services.
include the
following:
Each have their own unique strengths, but how do they
Intergovernmental
tension and
weak
compete on a global scale? • And
what exactly
is it
that
metropolitan coordination. Brussels’s
makes a city competitive?
metropolitan governance is institutionally
overcrowded, and the city lacks national
ReLocate spoke with professorsupport
Greg
urbanist
and
for itsClark,
needs as the
capital city. The
Senior Fellow at the Urban Land city
Institute
Europe,
to
find
out
has few mechanisms to deliver long-term
more. He is a widely published author
onmunicipal
city development
projects across
boundaries.

and investment issues and advises a wide array of
• The
number
of public
private bodies. A a
international organisations. In
May
2016
heandpresented
risk exists of overlapping and duplicated
new report analysing the competitiveness of Brussels and
interventions that do not help the city
Antwerp. Where most analysescapitalise
of a city’s
competitiveness
and build on the benefits of
rely on economic performance,agglomeration.
The Urban Land Institute
report looks at a much wider range of issues. Ranging from
Lack of
effective promotion. The
city’s are
liveability to geopolitical risk• and
sustainability,
these
institutions do not
the things that influence a city’sgoverning
attractiveness
toeffectively
residents
promote the city’s many assets internationand companies alike.
ally, and the city suffers from the lack of a
clear brand and identity.

Brussels and Antwerp are very different in nature:
how did you approach the comparison?
“We put together two benchmarking groups, ran workshops,
visited the cities and conducted a ton of interviews before
running this comparative analysis in which we measured
Brussels and Antwerp against groups of peer cities to arrive
at an assessment of their competitiveness,” explains Greg
Clark. “We didn’t just look at economic performance, but at
other issues that impact a city’s attractiveness to residents
too. Matters such as liveability, governance, geopolitical
risk and sustainability are just as important in urban life.
Brussels was tested against well established capitals such
as London and Paris, cities that provide tough competition.
Antwerp on the other hand was held up against peer cities
NOVEMBER 2018

that are reinventing themselves - some of them port cities -

Toand
enhance
its competitive
climate,
Brussels
• Political
and geopolitical
risksAmsterdam,
that create
like Hamburg
and
other
(former)
industry
should work to better match job creation to its
uncertainty for international investors.
greats such as Manchester and Liverpool.”
population. To address social and spatial
Disputes about the future of the federal state
segregation, economic strategy for the capital
are ongoing, while terrorism and other
region and beyond should focus on creating jobs
threats to international security have recently
in lowerand middle-skill professions.
become
a more
real and highly
“Both
cities
havepublicised
very good
fundamentals,
and their
The city can also work to build its reputation
danger.
own, unique attractions. Antwerp is compelling for its
domestically, communicating the benefit to
extraordinary DNA. It has always
been one of the world’s
Belgium of having Brussels as its capital.
Recommendations

What are their main selling points?

greatest trading cities and has invented many ideas about

Brussels can improve the competitiveness of its
the connection
between
innovation
and discovery.
To improve
the city’s attractiveness
to talent,
governance
framework in a number
of ways. trade,
work to enhance
the city’s
brand
knows
how to build aBrussels
city can
around
a port.
Located
TheseAntwerp
include implementing
governance
and international positioning. The city needs
reforms
and integrating
how initiatives affecting
within
a north-western
European
economy of roughly 100
a more distinctive and authentic identity and
economic
development,
policing,
education,
and
million
people
with
a huge
GDP,
it’s well connected with
image. Equally important is working to enhance
housing are addressed and communicated. The
Belgian, Dutch, Northern French
and
cities
ona all
quality
of lifeGerman
in order to attract
and retain
city also can lobby for revenue sharing so it
sides.
has a by
huge
opportunity
a central
diverse internationalto
mixbuild
of future residents.
can capture
moreAntwerp
of the revenue generated
its

role and
forpolitical
itselfactivities,
as part
commercial
and of
can a regional system of cities.”
create stronger mechanisms to deliver
across port
municipal
long-term
“Theprojects
Antwerp
is embracing innovation in terms of how
boundaries. A focus on catalytic projects can
goods are managed, how energy is used and what technology
also help break down barriers and address social
is applied.
They’re
imbalances.
In addition, the
city shouldbuilding an innovative port and energy
complex,
with
big focus on the circular economy, which is
promote
public transit
andapolycentric
growth.
important and fascinating. Of course, the city of Antwerp
is synonymous with the craft and design of high-quality
goods. From the diamond industry to its fashion sector,
Antwerpians know how to make items of high value work in
the market place. This mercantilist attitude means it is truly
open for business.”

“Boasting a young and vibrant population that is committed
to taking the city forward, Antwerp is further boosted by a
government with big ambitions. From building a canopy
over the ring road to creating more public spaces and
developing the left bank, the city is redesigning its urban
fabric to make a future-proof city. Smart citizen initiatives
activate people to act as the eyes and ears of the city, giving
feedback on the quality of bicycle lanes or roads and public
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Figure ES-3: Evaluation of Antwerp according to 12 Competitiveness Criteria
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All attractive qualities indeed, surely there must be
some drawbacks?
“They also both suffer from a number of challenges,” agrees
Greg. “Part of this is that they are located in Belgium, and,
great as Belgium may be, it is not a country that enjoys a
clear institutional framework. Both Brussels and Antwerp
struggle to build their identity and present themselves in a
way that cities in less confusing countries do not. Brussels
has far greater assets than say Vienna or Zurich, yet these
cities have fewer difficulties presenting and promoting
themselves on an international stage. Similarly, whilst
Antwerp has greater or equivalent assets to Liverpool, Lyon,
Genoa, and Turin, it has difficulty articulating what it is,
where it is, and why.”
“They’re also rather late to the urbanisation agenda
compared to other European cities. Citizens in Brussels and
Antwerp are highly dependent on their cars and prefer the
suburbs to the city centre. The Belgians tend to sub optimise
the use of land and real estate, which translates into low
levels of densification and very few mixed-use development
projects. It also means there has been very little focus
on transport and connectivity as a way of embracing and
spurring on urbanism.”

Part of the problem is that Brussels
and Antwerp are located in Belgium,
and, great as Belgium may be, it is
not a country that enjoys a clear
institutional framework.

DC or Singapore, which play an influential role by hosting
global institutions, international summits and other
gatherings that really work for the city.”

“It has a youthful population and great cosmopolitan mixity
giving rise to a highly scientific, entrepreneurial labour force
that is willing to work in all sorts of industries. The high
calibre of educational institutes in Brussels is somewhat
obscured by the presence of international institutions
such as the EU and NATO, but the educational cluster has
enormous potential thanks to leadership in fields such as IT,
life sciences, or medicine. Most obviously it has enormous
potential to be a global school of government, public policy
and management.”
“When you look at productivity progress in Brussels a lot
of it is to do with the dynamism of the labour market and
its liquidity. People want to spend time in Brussels, partly
because of its influence, but then find they want to stay
and do other things too. It’s important to remember that
government institutions feed and support a huge cluster of
other kinds of decision making and communication activities.
There are very big, positive spill-overs and multipliers that
you can leverage into other industries. If you thought a
government town can only ever be a government town,
you’d be wrong.”

“The third thing that seems to be true
for both of them - although each city
has a slightly different version of this
- is that they have had some difficulty
creating the right geographical and
institutional space through which to
apply leadership to the city.”

“Brussels Capital Region struggles
due to the way it is defined; geographically it’s too small
for the - much larger - Brussels metropolitan area and
then of course there is the fragmentation of having 19
separate municipalities, which rather effectively prevents
an integrated governance model. You need a leadership
platform for the whole area, otherwise you end up with
different policies being pursued in different parts of the
region, which is not particularly helpful. For Antwerp it
was more of a question of leadership appetite in the past,
although I think this is now being addressed. The current
leadership has the appetite to succeed and a vision for
moving the city forward. It’s just been slow getting there.”
“The public sector almost has a monopoly on leadership
control in Belgium. Other sectors, such as business, cultural
and higher education, have not played active civic leadership
roles like they do in other cities of comparable sizes. There’s
been too much waiting around for city government to put
things right, rather than civic leadership working hand in
hand with city governments to create forward momentum.
I suppose you could say both cities have become somewhat
institutionalised. This is now being addressed in Antwerp
where civil and trade movements are working together with
the city towards creating a more sustainable future for the
city.”

RELOCATE
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How might Brussels and Antwerp improve their
competitiveness?

strong brand and identity. Getting together an alliance of
organisations that will back the city and help create a new
global story will help put them on the map. This is certainly
happening in Antwerp, and I believe efforts are underfoot in
Brussels now too.”

“We focused on three main areas for our recommendations
on addressing these weaknesses,” Greg tells us. “First,
Brussels and Antwerp need to start embracing urbanisation.
This means being proactive in extending and developing
“Finally, both cities have really creative industries which are
public transport as a way of reducing car dependence. By
part of the impact of the cosmopolitan diversity of the city.
strengthening the urban mix, you
You should be able to really use that
create excitement and vibrancy.
cosmopolitan diversity as a driver
Creating exciting city centres and
of creative endeavour. The idea is
sub centres, together with a more
Both
cities
need
to
build
a
strong
that diversity creates competitive
active transport mix, helps attract and
advantage through interaction. To
brand
and
identity.
Getting
together
retain corporate investment and the
realise that, you’ve got to address
with organisations that will back
dynamic workforce needed by these
the challenges of social exclusion
companies.”
the city and help create a new
and segregation.
Brussels has
global story will help put them on
two cosmopolitan populations:
“Secondly, the institutional frameworks
the map.
one is the elite that services the
have to be right. This creates room for
global institutions, the other is the
city leadership that is continuously
population of migrants who have
thinking about their city as somewhere
come
from
a
poorer
set
of countries in search of a better
people will want to live and work, rather than getting
life.
Somehow,
you’ve
got
to make those two kinds of
stuck in Belgian politics. Thinking about public and private
populations
work
together.”
partnerships on a city level is a big part of this, just look at
how Antwerp is involving its citizens in the maintenance of
its city.”

“This in turn leads into our third point: the promotion
of Brussels and Antwerp. Both cities need to build a

To read the full report or the individual city case studies,
visit the Urban Land Institute website:
https://europe.uli.org/brussels-antwerp/

1 bedroom dup

‘With just
30 apartments
and an in-house
concierge,
Belsquare offers
residents a
personal approach
to long and short
stays.’

At home in the heart of Europe.
Close to the heart of vibrant Brussels, recently refurbished
Belsquare Residence is within walking distance of the European
District and is located just off Montgomery Square. Offering a
wide choice of fully serviced apartments - from one-bedroom to
penthouse - Belsquare provides you with a luxurious long or short
stay in Brussels. Discover our apartment types today!

Belsquare Residence
Atrebatenstraat 155
1040 Etterbeek
Tel: +32 475 24 12 07
e-mail: info@belsquare.be
www.belsquare.be

Belsquare 1

Belsquare 2

Belsquare 3

1 bedroom apartment

2 bedroom apartment

3 bedroom apartment

Duplex 1

Duplex 2

Penthouse

1 bedroom duplex

1 bedroom duplex

1-2 bedroom apartment

OCTOBER 2018
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Are Millennials Losing Faith?
the arrival of industry 4.0 leaves many feeling uncertain		

by Deborah Seymus

“To prosper over time, every company must not only deliver financial performance, but also show how
it makes a positive contribution to society. Companies must benefit all of their stakeholders, including
shareholders, employees, customers and the communities in which they operate.”
BlackRock CEO Larry Fink
KEY FINDINGS
■ Perceptions of business are heading south.

Millennials’ opinions about business’ motivations and ethics,
which had trended up the past two years, took a sharp
turn downward. There continues to be a stark mismatch
between what millennials believe responsible businesses
should achieve and what they perceive businesses’ actual
priorities to be.

■ Diversity and flexibility are key to loyalty.

Good pay and positive cultures are most likely to attract
both millennials and Gen Z, but diversity/inclusion and
flexibility are important keys to keeping them happy. Many
respondents, especially in emerging markets, view the gig
economy as an attractive alternative or adjunct to their jobs.

■ Young workers feel unprepared for Industry 4.0.
Following a troubling year, where geopolitical and social
concerns gave rise to a new wave of business activism,
millennials and Gen Z are sounding the alarm, according
to Deloitte’s seventh annual Millennial Survey. Millennials’
opinions about business’ motivations and ethics, which
had trended up the past two years, retreated dramatically
this year, as did their sense of loyalty. And neither
generation is particularly optimistic about their readiness
for Industry 4.0. Their concerns suggest this is an ideal
time for business leaders to prove themselves as agents
of positive change. Building on last year’s report, the 7th
annual Deloitte millennial survey delves into respondents’
perceptions of the evolving threats and opportunities in an
increasingly complex world. For the first time, the survey
also includes opinions of Generation Z - those following
millennials into the workplace.
In a fragmenting social and political environment, with
Industry 4.0 driving profound changes, many millennials
are exhibiting a marked desire for reassurance. They feel
pessimistic about the prospects for political and social
progress, along with concerns about safety, social equality
and environmental sustainability. While young workers
believe that business should consider stakeholders’
interests as well as profits, their experience is of employers
prioritizing the bottom line above workers, society and the
environment, leaving them with little sense of loyalty.

Millennials expressed admiration for corporations that are
adapting to and advancing Industry 4.0 and developing their
people to succeed in this evolving business environment.
However, they lack confidence that they can succeed in an
Industry 4.0 environment and are looking to businesses to
help them develop the necessary skills, including the “soft”
skills they believe will be more important as jobs evolve.
As seen in previous surveys, companies and senior
management teams that are most aligned with millennials
in terms of purpose, culture and professional development
are likely to attract and retain the best millennial talent and,
in turn, potentially achieve better financial performance.
Loyalty must be earned, and the vast majority of millennials
are prepared to move, and move quickly, for a better
workplace experience.
All in all, the message is clear: young workers are eager for
business leaders to be proactive about making a positive
impact in society - and to be responsive to employees’ needs.
Millennials want leaders to more aggressively commit to
making a tangible impact on the world while preparing their
organizations and employees for the changes that Industry
4.0 is effecting. One silver lining is that far more millennials
believe that business leaders are making a positive impact
on the world than government or religious leaders.
For the full report, please visit the Deloitte website:
https://www2.deloitte.com/be/en/pages/human-capital/
articles/millennialsurvey.html
RELOCATE
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Flatsharing with a Refugee
we should respect newcomers’ dignity			

As professionals in the global mobility sector we know all
about managing culture shock, helping our assignees adapt
to new environments, and spend a lot of time considering
matters such as cost of living allowances and hardship
locations. But what about those who move halfway across
the globe with no help whatsoever? The people who leave
their homes behind for entirely different reasons than a
(temporary) foreign assignment? Freelance journalist and
millennial Deborah Seymus has a monthly column on living
with a young refugee with Knack online and is republished
here with their permission. We look forward to bringing
you her column over the coming issues as we explore a
brand new view on life in Belgium.
Just over three months ago I met Izat*. Izat fled Afghanistan
at the age of 19. He and his family lived in the village of
Tagab in the northeast of Afghanistan, which has been
under Taliban control since 1995. War has been raging in
the region since 2001, and with Tagab trapped between the
Taliban militia on the one side and government soldiers on
the other, his village is under constant fire. Going to school
is not an option as schools ceased to exist some time ago
and career opportunities for young men are limited to being
recruited by either the Taliban or the army. Realising this,
his parents concluded there was no future for him in Tagab.
They saved up 10,000 dollars and with a heavy heart helped
their son flee to Belgium.
NOVEMBER 2018

by Deborah Seymus

“It’s safe to say Izat experienced culture shock when
he arrived here.”
It’s safe to say Izat experienced culture shock when he arrived
here. Many of our habits and customs are completely alien
to him. When I got home after a trip to Italy, Izat had taken
his desk out of his bedroom. A bit awkwardly it stood there,
pushed into a corner of the living room.
I toddled towards his bedroom and knocked. Izat opened.
“Deborah, hello! You had a good holiday?” Poking my nose
round his doorway while smiling my affirmation of a great
holiday, I noticed a large rug on the floor. “Izat, don’t you need
the desk to study soon?” Izat shook his head and said with
a broad smile: “I am studying on the ground, much better.”
A day later I received a phone call from the civil servant of
the Public Centre for Social Welfare, or OCMW, asking me
how the flat share was going. In passing, I mentioned that
Izat had put out his desk and that it seemed better to have
the desk and some other old furniture collected. This turned
out to be a huge issue because ‘Izat must learn to work at his
desk, as otherwise he would not study’.
I tried to explain to Lydia* that Izat could study on the ground
perfectly well, as was his custom back home. She informed
me she would be visiting our apartment to make sure the
desk was back in his room as this was ‘very important’.
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Thankfully it occurred to me to say that this way he would be
able to study with me in the living room after school hours,
and I could keep an eye on things. She became a little milder
and admitted perhaps it wasn’t such a bad idea after all.

“The desk-drama got me thinking.”
The effort I had to put in explaining the absence of a desk in
his bedroom got me wondering. Was this cohousing project
prepared to give Izat a chance to integrate with respect
for his values and standards? Something minor like a desk
created such an upheavel, as Izat would ‘not integrate well’,
while all he wanted to do was hold on to his own culture. In
Afghanistan, it is customary to do almost everything while
sitting on the ground. Eat, study, talk, rest, and so on. To
him - and me - it seemed only logical that he should study
however he feels most comfortable, but the OCMW clearly
felt otherwise.
Much later it would transpire there was a more practical
reason why the desk wasn’t allowed to be removed. As the
apartments are rented out fully furnished and the OCMW
does not have storage space, they had nowhere to put it.
Thankfully, it’s not all doom and gloom, and we often have
fun with the situations we find ourselves in. Situations
that confront me with the facts of life and that serve to
emphasize our cultural differences.

“Here, everything is a little crazy.”
Enjoying one of the last balmy evenings, we sat together on
our apartment’s terrace. Me with a glass of wine, Izat with
his mint tea. When we notice someone walking by through
the park onto which our terrace looks out, Izat greets the
man. I wondered why he said hello to a stranger. “Isn’t that
a normal thing to do then? In our country we greet every
stranger. Even more, we invite strangers to our home and
eat together.” At my explanation that no, we don’t usually
greet strangers, let alone invite them into our homes, he
went a little quiet. Having given this some further thought,
he smiled and said: “Here everything is a little crazy. If you
want to see friends, you must make an appointment. I do
not understand that. If I want to see friends, I just drop by.”
A few days later we went food shopping together. I showed
him mussels and while I’m explaining this typical Flemish
specialty a man appears behind us. “Ah,” he grins “you’re
going to cook tonight, what time do you expect me to be at
your place?” I gave him a smile in response, but Izat - not
understanding it as a joke - simply asked me “What time
Deborah man has to be at our place?” Charmed as I was by
his hospitality, I had to explain it was just a joke.

“Turns out it really is all-purpose.”
The next morning I noticed the apartment desperately
needed mopping. Due to my busy work schedule I couldn’t
do it myself and asked Izat if he would be okay with doing
that. “No problem, I mop,” was his cheery answer. In the
evening I came home and the entire apartment had indeed
been mopped. With a tea towel. I have a dozen different

cleaning products and at least as many accompanying
cloths. But if I’d never used all those different things before,
I would probably have done the same.
Which reminds me of the time we went to do our laundry
together and he proudly brought the all-purpose cleaner
he’d purchased for the job. I didn’t have the heart to tell
him and thought I’d take the risk. Turns out it really is allpurpose: our clothes came out looking clean and smelling
pine-fresh.

“The unexpected kindness of neighbours is humbling.”
In the early days of our flatshare, one of Izat’s friends slept
outside on the floor of our terrace. Without a blanket
or pillow, because it was summer. The next morning our
neighbour knocked on our door, wanting to know if we
needed an extra bed. When I didn’t understand her offer of
an extra bed - I hadn’t even noticed our very quiet overnight
guest - she explained to me that ‘another boy than Izat had
slept on the terrace’. Such thoughtfulness from a Belgian
neighbour, perhaps we’re not all that unwelcoming after all.
My new realities: guests are always welcome, eating
together happens on the floor, if it’s late you stay over, mint
leaves are put in the tea kettle, not the cup, and showering
or brushing teeth is not a daily requirement.

“All of a sudden I realised the permanent nature of
cultural differences.”
Recently I realised the extent and permanent nature of the
differences in our habits and customs. I had always assumed
that it would take ‘just a little bit’ of adjusting, but now I
realise that this is a near enough impossible expectation.
Afghanistan will never leave his head, and his customs
and habits will always remain close to his heart. A Belgian
who moves abroad will live by his own habits and customs.
Expecting a refugee to make a sudden and complete
turnaround and follow all local customs from one day to
the next isn’t realistic. When you leave your country, you
don’t consciously choose to leave your customs and values
behind. You consider them a safe haven in a strange port
- a little bit of ‘home’ - an important and valuable coping
mechanism I am sure.

“Afghanistan will never leave his heart and you don’t
just change your habits. You should respect them.”
The incredible drive with which Izat goes to school, the
zest with which he tackles household chores and the
understanding he shows for my way of life is admirable.
And although we are most impressed by people who adapt
quickly, we must also learn to give newcomers a warm
welcome by respecting and valuing their customs. When
foreigners are appreciated by Belgians, they are much more
motivated to adapt to our way of living.
Izat* and Lydia* are not their real names.
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New Design for Expatica website
Special Offer for ABRA Members

SAVE THE DATE!
RentMore Grand Opening & New Year’s Reception

Expatica, the international community’s online home away
from home is launching a brand new design for its Belgium
website early 2019! We already provide tailored up to date
news and essential information on moving to and living in
Belgium, and we’d like to improve our user-friendliness and
mobile appearance. We’ve tested this via our newly designed
Spain website with successful data showing a lower bounce
rate, increased viewer time, increased pages viewed and
higher SEO traffic. We plan to celebrate our new glossy-look
website so that with every new campaign ordered by ABRA
partners between 01.12.2018 and 01.02.2019, we’ll provide
10% extra reach! Contact us at advertise@expatica.com.

RentMore is looking forward to the official opening of its
brand new serviced apartment building ‘Park Avenue’ in the
heart of Brussels’ European district. Be sure to save the date
of Thursday, January 31st, 2019 for their grand opening and
New Year’s drink. Please confirm your attendance with
Robbie or Gezebel via info@rentmore.be.

			

www.expatica.com

•
The Bulletin:
Your Comprehensive Guide to Belgium
The Bulletin is an English-language multimedia platform
serving Brussels and Belgium. As the country is home to
many foreigners, its culture and vibe is continually evolving.
The Bulletin’s mission is to connect expats, newcomers
and internationally-oriented residents who together are
shaping a new diverse community. If you are looking for
a comprehensive guide to life in Belgium, check our web
platform thebulletin.be, register for email newsletters,
follow our pages on social media, subscribe to our four print
magazines a year, or pick up a copy in news stands.
		

www.thebulletin.be

•
Exclusive New Service for Relocation Agencies:
Mobile Banker Service for Expats
BNP Paribas Fortis officially presents its new MOBILE BANKER
service for Expats. This premium service is exclusively
dedicated to the relocation agencies. You can now ask your
BNP Paribas Fortis expat advisors to come to the premises of
the relocation agency (or to the client’s company) in order to
meet the client, have them sign the documents and deliver
their new bank card. No longer will you need to schedule a
first appointment with the client at the BNP branches. The
bank comes to you when you are meeting the client, saving
you precious time! Contact expats@bnpparibasfortis.com
to enjoy the Mobile Banker Service.
		

https://bnppf.be/2B3BMij

•

www.rentmore.be

		

•
LAST CALL!
Premier Suites Plus Grand Opening of
Penthouse Floor & Food Café
Premier Suites Plus is celebrating the completion of
renovation works with a grand opening. ABRA members are
invited to discover the new penthouse floor and Green House
& Food Café. If you haven’t registered your attendance for
Thursday 29th November or Friday 30th November yet,
then please do so via sales@premiersuitesantwerp.com
		www.premiersuitesantwerp.com

•
BBF comes to Antwerp
Park Tower, a modern tower shaped apartment complex
is located just near the harbour in the up and coming
neighbourhood ‘t Eilandje. The serviced apartments
managed by BBF offer amazing views of Antwerp’s skyline.
The eye catching one and two bedroom apartments are
currently available at competitive rates within an attractive
rental package. Park Tower marks a new era in which BBF
is aiming to offer its serviced apartments in several other
locations in this city.

•
Radisson Meetings
Meetings with more Benefits
Success is about evolving and improving, never standing
still. That’s why the Radisson Hotel Group developed a
new global concept that places people at the heart of the
offer. Book your meeting before February 28th, 2019 to
get a complimentary choice of 1, 2 or 3 additional benefits
depending on the size of your meeting. This offer is available
across all participating hotels in Africa, Europe and The
Middle East. To find out more and plan your next event,
please contact Loes Colpaert on +32 3 203 13 80 or loes.
colpaert@radissonblu.com
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www.bbf.be

			

www.radissonblu.com
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NEW: St. John’s Boarding House
Rebrand for ISF Tervuren FC
sends kits to sister school in Uganda
On October 23rd the International School of Flanders (ISF
Tervuren) relaunched and rebranded its popular football
club. The club has been running for over 25 years, offering
expat children from schools all over Brussels the opportunity
to play football in English in a fun, friendly environment. ISF
Tervuren offered new kit to all volunteer coaches and players
and members donated their old kit to our sister school in
Uganda. ISF Tervuren FC has grown over the years and we
now have 110 players and over 30 coaches. The relaunch
event was a great success and the children were delighted
with their new kit! If you would like more information about
joining the club, please visit:
			

St. John’s opened its Boarding House in August. The
programme offers full and weekly boarding and has a
capacity of 32 beds. The Boarding House is located right
outside the campus gates. Apart from high-quality academic
programmes, the campus also offers excellent athletics
programmes and facilities, as well as extensive visual and
performing arts experiences. Our Boarding House offers a
perfect environment for boarders to have a comfortable
‘home away from home’ whilst enjoying the benefits of a St.
John’s education.
			

•

www.stjohns.be

www.isftervuren.org

•

•
New Secondary School and Wish Tree for Peace
at BEPS International School
BEPS International School is proud to announce the
launch of its new Secondary School. BEPS Secondary is an
International Baccalaureate® (IB) Middle Years Programme
(MYP) candidate school. In the future, BEPS will also apply
to implement the Diploma Programme of the International
Baccalaureate (IB).
To recognise 70 years of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, on International Peace day, BEPS Secondary
invited 3 other international schools to work together
towards creating a Wish Tree for Peace. The art and design
installations were on display outside La Bourse/De Beurs in
Brussels. Students performed poetry and prose and engaged
with the public by asking them to add their “Actions for
Peace” to the Wish Tree.
			
www.beps.com

Handyman at Your Service!
GMFC is proud to announce its new handyman service.
Whatever your renovation projects or maintenance
problems, Gianluca has the answer. GMFC can additionally
provide skilled handymen, painters, gardeners, electrical
and plumbing services. Call Gianluca Memmi for a free
quote, he promises a solution and the highest quality of
service.
				
www.gmfc.be

•

Illus Communications launches joint venture
with Media Café
“We often find clients are at a loss when it comes to their
communications,” says co-founder Fiona Klomp. “We bring
a holistic approach where your corporate story lies at the
heart of a greater overall brand strategy. We look forward
to keeping ABRA readers updated on our official launch in
the new year.”
		

www.illuscommunications.com
RELOCATE
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ABRA Member Meeting - Thursday 15th March, 2018
Due the delayed publication dates this year, we are catching up on meeting photographs. The March member meeting took
place on Thursday 15 March at St. John’s International School, Dreve Richelle 146, 1410 Waterloo. The guest speaker was
Punit Bhatia, Privacy Officer and Author of book ‘Be Ready for GDPR’, who spoke on General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). Following an exceptionally popular question round, our members enjoyed spending time networking. For more event
photographs and to put names to faces please visit the ABRA website.
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EXPATS FEEL
AT HOME RIGHT AWAY.

GET YOUR FREE PREMIUM PACK!
The Premium Pack includes 3 multi-currency accounts,
up to 2 Gold credit cards* and many more advantages.
BNP Paribas Fortis offers you personalised banking & insurance
solutions. Apply from home now, it’s really easy!

bnpparibasfortis.be/expatinbelgium

* Subject to approval of your application.
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